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Abstract. This paper introduces infinite intervals into the Duration
Calculus [32]. The extended calculus defines a state duration over an
infinite interval by a property which specifies the limit of the state duration over finite intervals, and excludes the description operator. Thus the
calculus can be established without involvement of unpleasant calculation of infinity. With limits of state durations, one can treat conventional
liveness and fairness, and can also measure liveness and fairness through
properties of limits. Including both finite and infinite intervals, the calculus can, in a simple manner, distinguish between terminating behaviour
and nonterminating behaviour, and therefore directly specify and reason
about sequentiality.

1

Introduction

The Duration Calculus (abbr. DC) [32] is an extension of the Interval Temporal Logic [15]. It is restricted to finite intervals, and uses chop (_) as the only
modality. Chop is a constructing operator, by which, from a given interval, we
can reach its subintervals. This restriction prohibits the DC from specifying unbounded liveness and fairness properties of computing systems, such as a circuit
which oscillates forever, or two users which are served so fairly that they have
equal service durations at last.
In order to cope with unbounded liveness and fairness, [17], [3] and [21]
introduce expanding modalities, while keep the restriction to finite intervals. [17]
defines two weakest inverses of the chop. [3] generalizes the chop by introducing
backward intervals. Inspired by [25], [21] introduces two expanding modalities
into the DC. They are designated T and D in [25], and . and / in [21]. By .
and /, from a given interval one can refer to its superintervals: an interval [a, b]
satisfies
D1 . D2
iff there exists c such that c ≥ b, [a, c] satisfies D1 , and [b, c] satisfies D2 . /
is defined symmetrically. With . and /, one can specify unbounded liveness

and fairness. Let Boolean function W model the output of an oscillator.1 The
oscillator can therefore be specified by
¬((¬(true . (¬dW e ∧ ¬d¬W e))) . true)
where dW e (d¬W e) means that W has value 1 (0) everywhere inside an interval.
The formula can be read as:
There is no such a right expansion that one cannot find out an interval right
of the expansion, inside which W is neither everywhere 1 nor everywhere 0.
Let Boolean functions S1 and S2 model system service for the two users
respectively. The specification that S1 and S2 at last have equal duration can be
formulated by
R
R
∀² > 0.(¬(| S1 − S2 | ≥ ² . true)) . true
R
where S is a duration expression of the DC. ItR is a function from intervals to
real numbers. Given interval [a, b], the value of S is defined as
Rb
a

S(t)dt

i.e. the presence duration of state S in the interval. The above formula can be
read as:
For any ² > 0, one can find out a right expansion, such that no further right
expansion will make a difference between presence durations of S1 and S2 greater
than or equal to ².
Although the DC with the two additional modalities can express liveness and
fairness properties of computing systems, it still has problems in differentiating
finite system behaviour from infinite one syntactically. An infinite behaviour
determines system states eternally, while a finite behaviour represents a termination, which determines system states up to some moment in time, and allows
arbitrary continuation. It seems that, in order to define
√ sequential composition
(;) in a finite interval based DC, an extra state (like
in CSP [10]) might be
necessary, which√syntactically indicates a termination. The CSP school introduces not only
state, but also refusals (or ready sets), in order to deal with
liveness properties in a finite trace based language. It therefore exhibits another
possible approach to extending the expressiveness of the DC, which introduces
new states instead of new modalities.
The third approach to extend the DC for specifying and reasoning about
unbounded liveness and fairness properties is to remove the restriction of finite
intervals by introducing infinite intervals into the calculus. In [20] and [16], a
1

By W (t) = 1 (0), we mean that the output is connected to power (ground) at time
t.

kind of infinite interval has been introduced. [20] is an extension of Temporal
Logic, and [16] extends Interval Temporal Logic with infinite intervals. [16] lets
inf stand for infinite intervals, and includes an axiom
(D ∧ inf ); C ≡ D ∧ inf
which defines nicely the sequential composition of a nonterminate (infinite) behaviour: (D∧inf ). Unfortunately both of them have not taken account of interval
length in their logics yet, and cannot be used for designing hard real-time systems.
Since the length of an infinite interval is infinity: ∞, the treatment of infinity
becomes an obstacle to the development of an infinite Duration Calculus. Many
of the textbooks of mathematical analysis include algebraic laws of infinity, such
as
∞ + ∞ = ∞,
∞ · ∞ = ∞.
However those laws are far from complete. For example, they do not provide
laws for subtraction: (∞ − ∞).
[35] attempts the problem by assigning ⊥ (‘undefined’) to the length of infinite intervals, and assigning false to atomic formulas with occurrence of ⊥.
Therefore
`=`
becomes false for infinite intervals, where ` designates interval length. It unfortunately opposes mathematical common sense.
In the foundations of mathematics, the Intuitionism denies the existence of
infinity, but recognizes a ‘manifold of possibilities open towards infinity’ [26]. Inspired by the Intuitionism, this paper will establish a Duration Calculus of both
finite and infinite intervals (called DCi ), which treats ∞ as a property rather
than an entity. DCi is able to formulate and reason about properties which characterize infinity, but rejects calculations of infinity by excluding the description
operator from the calculus.
In DCi , a DC formula D is satisfied by infinite interval [a, ∞), iff for any
b (≥ a), [a, b] satisfies D. In other words, D is an invariant for all finite prefixes
of the infinite interval. That D is satisfied by an infinite interval is designated
as Di , and called infinite satisfaction. Similarly the satisfaction of D by a finite
interval is designated as Df , and called finite satisfaction. DCi is a first order
logic of the infinite and finite satisfactions of DC formulas.
The unbounded liveness of system state S can be represented by infinite
presence of S. It can be formulated in DCi by
∀x∃y > x.(` > y ⇒ (` = y)_dSe_true)i

where _ designates the chop operator. An interval satisfies (D1_D2 ), iff the interval can be chopped into two subintervals such that the left subinterval satisfies
D1 , and the right one satisfies D2 . The plain meaning of the previous formula is
that, after any time x, one can always find a time y such that S appears right
after y. A formulation of the oscillator can be obtained by postulating infinite
presence of both W and ¬W .
One can also measure unbounded liveness of state S through its duration
over an infinite time interval.2 An infinite duration of state S over an infinite
interval can be specified in DCi
R
∀x∃y.(` ≥ y ⇒ S > x)i .
This formula is almost a direct translation of the Cauchy definition of the
R limit
of infinity. Similarly we can specify finite limits such as v is the value of S over
an infinite interval:
R
∀² > 0∃x.(` ≥ x ⇒ |v − S| < ²)i .
The unbounded fairness between states S1 and S2 can be measured by the
ratio of their durations over an infinite interval. For example
R
R
∀² > 0∃x.(` ≥ x ⇒ | S1 − r · S2 | < ²)i .
specifies that the limit of the ratio of the duration of S1 to the duration of S2 is r.
With infinite intervals, we can establish a theory of limits of state durations. Unbounded liveness and fairness properties are essentially kinds of limit
properties of state durations. A limit theory can facilitate specifications and verifications of liveness and fairness properties. It can also help us specify properties
of hybrid systems, e.g. system stability.
All behaviour defined by formula G of DCi terminate, iff
G ⇒ f in
where f in specifies finite intervals, and
f in =
b truef
Similarly, G defines non-terminating behaviour, iff
G ⇒ inf
where inf specifies infinite intervals, and
inf =
b truei
2

That is why we choose the term – unbounded liveness and fairness, instead of qualitative liveness and fairness.

Therefore an operator of sequential composition can be simply defined in DCi .
The syntax and semantics of DCi are explained in Section 3 in detail. In
Section 2, the DC is briefly reviewed. In Section 5, we list various examples of
DCi specifications, which include specifications of duration limit, liveness and
fairness properties, and a definition of the sequential composition operator.
Regarding inference rules of DCi , we will of course adopt the rules for first
order predicate calculus. Besides, by the definition of finite and infinite satisfactions, we can derive DCi theorems from DC theorems. For example, if
`DC D
then all finite intervals will satisfy Df , and all infinite intervals will satisfy Di .
Hence
`i D f ∨ D i
where `i is an abbreviation of `DC i . An inference system is given in Section 4.
We cannot conclude the completeness of the inference system in the paper.

2

Duration Calculus (DC)

In this section, the Duration Calculus is briefly reviewed [31].
Research into the Duration Calculus was started by the ProCoS project
(Provably Correct Systems: Esprit BRA 3104) in 1989, when the project was
developing formal techniques for designing real-time safety critical systems. Several calculi have been developed since then. They are the Duration Calculus,
the Extended Duration Calculus, the Mean Value Calculus, the Probabilistic
Duration Calculus and the three calculi as mentioned in Section 1.
The Duration Calculus is a real-time interval logic [32]. It formalizes integrals
of Boolean functions over finite intervals, and can be used to specify and reason
about timing and logical constraints on discrete states of a system. All the other
calculi are extensions of the Duration Calculus. The Extended Duration Calculus
[37] extends the Duration Calculus with piecewise continuity/differentiability of
functions. It can capture properties of continuous states, and can be used for
designing hybrid systems. The Mean Value Calculus [36] extends the Duration
Calculus by replacing integrals of Boolean functions with their mean values, so
that it can use δ-functions to represent instant actions such as communications
and events. The Mean Value Calculus can be used to refine from state based
specifications via mixed state and event specifications to event based specifications. The Probabilistic Duration Calculus [13, 14, 1] provides designers with a
set of rules to reason about and calculate dependability of a system with respect
to its components. As explained in Section 1, the other three calculi introduce
more modalities (or inverse intervals), so that they can deal with unbounded

liveness and fairness properties.
The Duration Calculi have been used to specify a number of examples of
hybrid systems [18, 19, 22, 2, 28, 29, 27, 9]. The Calculi have also been used to define real-time semantics for Occam-like languages [33, 8], and to specify real-time
behaviour of schedulers [33, 30] and circuits [7].
As to mechanical support tool for the Duration Calculi, the decidability and
undecidability results of the Duration Calculus have been published [34, 4], and
an automatic model checker for a decidable subclass of the Duration Calculus
has been implemented in Standard ML [24]. Efficient model checking algorithms
for Linear Duration Invariants have been discovered [11, 38]. They employ the
technique of Linear Programming. A tool for constructing DC specifications and
checking DC proofs has been implemented by using PVS [23].
We present below some of the main features of DC.
In DC, a system state represents a logical property of the system. Presence
of a state means that the property holds. Absence means that the property does
not hold. State is modelled by Boolean functions over time: R → {0, 1}, where
time is modelled by real numbers: R. When the function has value 1 at time t, it
represents presence of the state at t. Symmetrically, value 0 represents absence
of the state at a time.
For an arbitrary
R state S and an arbitrary finite interval [a, b], the duration
of S, designated S, is defined by the value of the integral of S over the interval
[a, b]
Rb
S(t)dt
a
R
It follows that 1 equals (b − a), i.e. the length of the finite interval. Thus we
introduce an abbreviation to designate interval length
R
`=
b 1
The following BNFs review the inductive definitions of the DC syntax. Let S
stand for states, τ for terms, A for atomic formulas, and D for duration formulas.
S ::= P | ¬S | S ∨ S
where P stands for primitive states.
R
τ ::= S | r | x | f (τ, ..., τ ) | τ + τ | τ − τ | ...
where r stands for constants, x for global variables, and f for function symbols.
R
According to the meaning of S presented above, the denotations of terms
are functions from finite intervals to reals, called interval functions: I → R,
where
I=
b {[a, b] | a, b ∈ R & b ≥ a}

Therefore a model of DC formula, designated Π, consists of interpretations for
primitive states P , global variables x, and function symbols f . State P is interpreted as a Boolean function in (R → {0, 1}), x as a real number (a constant
interval function), and f as a function in (Rn → R) (a constant functional of
interval functions), where n is the arity of f . The arithmetical operators and
Boolean operators are here applied to functions, and their interpretations are
pointwise extensions of the standard one.
The atomic formulas are
A ::= true | f alse | τ = τ | τ > τ | ...
and the formulas are
D ::= A | ¬A | D ∨ D | D_D | ∃x.D
where x is a global variable, and

_

designates the chop operator.3

The semantics of the formulas can be defined by formula satisfactions. Given
model Π, a finite interval [a, b] satisfies formula D under model Π, written as
Π, [a, b] |=DC D
iff the values of the terms over [a, b] satisfy D, where the meaning of operators =
and >, connectives ¬ and ∨ and quantifier ∃x is standard, and the satisfaction
of B _C by finite interval [a, b] is defined as that there exists m (a ≤ m ≤ b),
such that B is satisfied by [a, m], and C is satisfied by [m, b]. When formula D
is satisfied by all finite intervals under model Π, we say that D is satisfied by
Π, written as
Π |=DC D
If D is satisfied by any models, D is called valid, written as
|=DC D
In DC, we also use the following abbreviations.
R
dSe =
b ( S = `) ∧ (` > 0)
dSe means that state S is present (almost) everywhere in a non-point interval.
de=
b (` = 0)
d e defines point intervals.
We also use D∗ as an abbreviation of (d e ∨ D).
3

We overload the Boolean operator (¬ and ∨). They apply to states and also formulas.

For a formula D
3D =
b true_D_true
Thus 3D is satisfied by a finite interval in which D holds for some subinterval,
and similarly
3
·D =
b D_true
3
· D holds for a finite interval, iff D holds for a prefix of the interval.
The dualities are
2D =
b ¬3¬D
2
·D=
b ¬3
· ¬D
They are true of a finite interval, in which D holds in every subinterval or prefix
respectively.
DC is an extension of Interval Temporal Logic (ITL). It therefore employs
all the axioms and rules of first order ITL, but also has a small set of additional
axioms and rules, which constitute a relatively complete inference system [6].
They are
Axiom 1:

R

0=0

Axiom 2: For an arbitrary state S
R

S≥0

Axiom 3: For arbitrary states S1 and S2
R
R
R
R
S1 + S2 = (S1 ∨ S2 ) + (S1 ∧ S2 )
Axiom 4: Let S be a state and r, s non-negative reals
R
R
R
( S = r + s) ⇔ ( S = r)_( S = s)
States are assumed finitely variable. That is, a state can have only a finite
number of alternations of its presence and absence in a finite interval. DC establishes two induction rules which axiomatize finite variability. Let X denote a
formula letter occurring in the formula R(X) and let S be a state.
Forward Induction Rule:
If R(d e) holds, and R(X ∨(X _dSe))∧R(X ∨(X _d¬Se)) is provable from R(X),
then R(true) holds.
Backward Induction Rule:
If R(d e) holds, and R(X ∨(dSe_X))∧R(X ∨(d¬Se_X)) is provable from R(X),
then R(true) holds.

Duration Calculus with Infinite Intervals (DCi )
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DCi is a first order logic of finite and infinite satisfactions of DC.
DCi designates finite satisfaction of DC formula D by Df , and infinite satisfaction of D by Di . Df holds for finite intervals only, and Di for infinite intervals
only. DCi shares models with DC. A finite interval satisfies Df under a model,
iff the interval satisfies D in terms of the semantics of DC. An infinite interval
satisfies Di under a model, iff all its finite prefixes satisfy D in terms of the semantics of DC. Let [a, b] stand for finite intervals and [a, ∞) for infinite intervals
henceforth. We define
1. Π, [a, b] |=i Df
iff
Π, [a, b] |=DC D
where |=i designates the satisfaction relation of DCi .
2. Π, [a, ∞) 6|=i Df
3. Π, [a, b] 6|=i Di
4. Π, [a, ∞) |=i Di
iff
Π, [a, b] |=DC D for all b (≥ a).
Df and Di constitute atomic formulas of DCi . Let G stand for formulas of
DC . The BNF that defines syntax of DCi can be given by
i

G ::= Df | Di | ¬G | G ∨ G | ∃xG
where D stands for formulas of DC, and x for global variables of DC. We here
adopt the standard semantics for ¬, ∨ and ∃x, and the conventional way of introducing ∧, ⇒, ⇔ and ∀x.
Formula G is satisfied by model Π, iff G is satisfied by any interval (finite or
infinite) under model Π. That is,
Π |=i G
iff for any a and b (b ≥ a)
Π, [a, b] |=i G, and
Π, [a, ∞) |=i G
Formula G is valid, iff G is satisfied by any models. That is,
|=i G
iff for any model Π
Π |=i G
Example 1: For any Π, a and b (≥ a)
Π, [a, b] |=i f in, and
Π, [a, ∞) |=i inf

where

f in =
b truef
inf =
b truei

f in represents all finite intervals, and inf all infinite intervals. Thus, for any Π,
Π |=i (f in ∨ inf )
So
|=i (f in ∨ inf )
We let

T rue =
b (f in ∨ inf )
F alse =
b ¬T rue

They represent the truth and falsehood of DCi .
Example 2: For Π which interprets P with constant function 1, we have
Π, [a, b] |=i dP e∗f
for all a and b (≥ a), and also
Π, [a, ∞) |=i dP e∗i
Hence

Π |=i (dP e∗f ∨ dP e∗i )

However (dP e∗f ∨ dP e∗i ) is not valid
6|=i (dP e∗f ∨ dP e∗i )
since all other models do not satisfy the formula.
Example 3:

Π, [a, ∞) |=i ∃x.(` > x ⇒ (` = x)_dP e)i

iff Π assigns 1 to P from some time to eternity. However, for any Π and a,
Π, [a, ∞) |=i (∃x( ` > x ⇒ (` = x)_dP e))i
since for any Π and [a, b], when x > (b − a), we have
Π, [a, b] |=DC ` > x ⇒ (` = x)_dP e
Note that the Example shows that
(∃xD)i ⇒ ∃x.Di
is not valid. So ∃ cannot be distributed over i.
The followings are useful properties of satisfaction and validity of DCi formula. They can be easily derived from the definitions above.

Monotonicity: For any Π, if
Π |=DC (D1 ⇒ D2 )
then

Π |=i (D1f ⇒ D2f ) and
Π |=i (D1i ⇒ D2i )

f &i-Exclusion: The finite and infinite satisfactions are mutually excluded.
1. (f in ⇔ ¬inf )
2. For any Π, if
Π |=i (G1 ⇒ f in)
and
Π |=i (G2 ⇒ inf )
then
Π |=i ∀x.(G1 ∨ G2 ) ⇒ (∀x.G1 ∨ ∀x.G2 )
Proof. We only give proof for the second property, since the mutual
exclusion of f in and inf is clear. Suppose that
Π, [a, b] |=i ∀x.(G1 ∨ G2 )
Then for any x
Π, [a, b] |=i (G1 ∨ G2 )
By the assumption
Π |=i (G2 ⇒ inf )
we have
Π, [a, b] 6|=i G2
Hence for any x
Π, [a, b] |=i G1
That is
Π, [a, b] |=i ∀x.G1
So
Π, [a, b] |=i ∀x.(G1 ∨ G2 ) ⇒ (∀x.G1 ∨ ∀x.G2 )
Similarly we can prove
Π, [a, ∞) |=i ∀x.(G1 ∨ G2 ) ⇒ (∀x.G1 ∨ ∀x.G2 )
f -Distributivity: ¬, ∨ and ∃ distribute over f .
1. |=i ¬Df ⇔ (inf ∨ (¬D)f )
2. |=i D1f ∨ D2f ⇔ (D1 ∨ D2 )f
3. |=i ∃x.Df ⇔ (∃xD)f

i-Closure: The infinite satisfaction implies a property of prefix closure.
|=i Di ⇔ (2
· D)i
Proof. Suppose that there are Π and [a, ∞) which satisfy Di
Π, [a, ∞) |=i Di
Then for any b (≥ a)
Π, [a, b] |=DC D
This implies that for arbitrary given b (≥ a) and any c (b ≥ c ≥ a)
Π, [a, c] |=DC D
Hence by the definition of 2
·D
Π, [a, b] |=DC 2
·D
Therefore
Π, [a, ∞) |=i (2
· D)i
So the proof of the first half of the equivalence is completed. The second half
can be derived from Monotonicity, since
|=DC 2
·D ⇒ D
i-Distributivity: i-Distributivity is more complicated than f -Distributivity.
1. |=i ¬Di ⇔ (f in ∨ ∃x.(` = x ⇒ ¬D)i )
Proof. By the satisfaction definition, for any Π and [a, b]
Π, [a, b] |=i ¬Di
Thus
Π, [a, b] |=i ¬Di ⇔ (f in ∨ ∃x.(` = x ⇒ ¬D)i )
It remains to show the equivalence with respect to the infinite satisfactions. Suppose that there are Π and [a, ∞) such that
Π, [a, ∞) |=i ¬Di
This means
Π, [a, ∞) 6|=i Di
By the satisfaction definition, there must exist c (≥ a)
Π, [a, c] 6|=DC D
That is,
Π, [a, c] |=DC ¬D

Then we let x = (c − a), and for any b (≥ a) we have
Π, [a, b] |=DC (` = x ⇒ ¬D)
Hence by the satisfaction definition again
Π, [a, ∞) |=i (` = x ⇒ ¬D)i
By the rule ∃+ of first order logic
Π, [a, ∞) |=i ∃x.(` = x ⇒ ¬D)i
Thus we complete the proof of ⇒ of the equivalence. The proof of ⇐
can be presented in a similar way. We leave it out.
2. |=i (D1i ∨ D2i ) ⇔ (2
· D1 ∨ 2
· D2 )i
Proof. The first half of the equivalence can be proved as follows.
|=i
|=DC
|=i
|=i

D1i
2
· D1
(2
· D1 ) i
D1i

⇒ (2
· D1 )i
⇒ (2
· D1 ∨ 2
· D2 )
⇒ (2
· D1 ∨ 2
· D2 )i
⇒ (2
· D1 ∨ 2
· D2 )i

(by
(by
(by
(by

i-Closure)
∨+ )
Monotonicity)
Transitivity of ⇒)

Similarly, we can prove
|=i D2i ⇒ (2
· D1 ∨ 2
· D2 )i
Thus we conclude
|=i (D1i ∨ D2i ) ⇒ (2
· D1 ∨ 2
· D2 )i
It remains to show the second half of the equivalence. Suppose
Π, [a, ∞) |=i (2
· D1 ∨ 2
· D2 )i
Then for any b (≥ a) by the satisfaction definition
Π, [a, b] |=DC (2
· D1 ∨ 2
· D2 )
That is,
Π, [a, b] |=DC 2
· D1
or
Π, [a, b] |=DC 2
· D2
Therefore at least one of 2
· D1 and 2
· D2 must be satisfied by infinitely
many intervals under model Π. They all start from a, and cover [a, ∞).
Suppose that there are bj (≥ a) (j = 1, 2, ...)
Π, [a, bj ] |=DC 2
· D1

and
lim bj = ∞.

j→∞

Then, for any b (≥ a), we can find a bn such that (bn ≥ b). Hence
Π, [a, b] |=DC 2
· D1
by the definition of 2
· and
Π, [a, bn ] |=DC 2
· D1 .
Thus by the satisfaction definition
Π, [a, ∞) |=i (2
· D1 ) i .
So by Monotonicity we conclude
Π, [a, ∞) |=i D1i ,
and then the second half of the equivalence.
3. |=i ∀x.Di ⇔ (∀xD)i
Proof.
|=i (∀xD)i ⇒ ∀x.Di
can be derived from Monotonicity and ∀+ . Conversely, suppose that
Π, [a, ∞) |=i ∀x.Di
That is, for any x

Π, [a, ∞) |=i Di

Then by the satisfaction definition, for any b (≥ a)
Π, [a, b] |=i D
Hence
Π, [a, b] |=i ∀xD
Therefore

Π, [a, ∞) |=i (∀xD)i

The proof is completed.

4

Inference Rules of DCi

In this section, we establish an inference system for DCi . Since DCi is a first
order logic, the inference system of DCi will adopt all the axioms and rules of first
order predicate calculus. DCi also includes real numbers and their arithmetical
operations, so the DCi inference system contains real arithmetic. Here we do not
repeat the rules taken from first order predicate calculus and real arithmetic. Of

course, DCi has its own rules for inferring the finite and infinite satisfactions of
DC formulas. Those inferences in DCi shall very much involve DC inferences.
They may take DC theorems as their premises. According to the properties of
satisfaction and validity of DCi formulas which are listed in the previous section,
we can introduce the following four groups of inference rules of DCi . (i-Closure
is implied by i-Distributivity of ∨.)
Monotonicity: If
`DC (D1 ⇒ D2 )
then

`i (D1f ⇒ D2f )

and
`i (D1i ⇒ D2i )
f &i-Exclusion: There are two rules, regarding mutual exclusion of the finite
and infinite satisfactions.
1. `i (f in ⇔ ¬inf )
2. If
`i G1 ⇒ f in
and
`i G2 ⇒ inf
then
`i ∀x.(G1 ∨ G2 ) ⇒ (∀x.G1 ∨ ∀x.G2 )
f -Distributivity: It contains three rules.
1. `i ¬Df ⇔ (inf ∨ (¬D)f )
2. `i (D1f ∨ D2f ) ⇔ (D1 ∨ D2 )f
3. `i (∃x.Df ) ⇔ (∃xD)f
i-Distributivity: It also contains three rules.
1. `i ¬Di ⇔ (f in ∨ ∃x.(` = x ⇒ ¬D)i )
· D1 ∨ 2
· D2 ) i
2. `i (D1i ∨ D2i ) ⇔ (2
3. `i (∀x.Di ) ⇔ (∀xD)i
With the rules, we can prove
Theorem 1.
1. `i (Df ⇒ f in)
2. `i (Di ⇒ inf )
3. If
`DC D,
then

`i

(f in ⇒ Df )
∧ (inf ⇒ Di )
∧ (Df ∨ Di )

Proof. The proof can be easily obtained by applying the rules of Monotonicity
and the (mutual) Exclusion of f in and inf . We omit the proof.
Theorem 2. (i-Closure)
`i Di ⇔ (2
· D)i
Proof. Let D1 be D and D2 be true in the i-Distributivity of ∨. We have
(Di ∨ inf ) ⇔ (2
·D ∨ 2
· true)i
By (2
· true ⇔ true) in DC, Theorem 1(2) and Monotonicity, we can derive the
theorem from the previous equivalence.
Theorem 3.
1. `i ¬f alsei
2. `i ∀x.¬(` = x)i
Proof. The proof of the first statement:
¬f alsei ⇔ (f in ∨ ∃x.(` = x ⇒ ¬f alse)i ) (i-Distributivity of ¬)
⇔ (f in ∨ ∃x.inf )
(Monotonicity)
⇔ (f in ∨ inf )
(first order logic)
⇔ T rue
(f &i-Exclusion)
The proof of the second statement: for any x,
¬(` = x)i ⇔ (f in ∨ ∃y.(` = y ⇒ ` 6= x))i (i-Distributivity of ¬)
Let f (x) = x + 1.
(` = f (x) ⇒ ` 6= x)i ⇔ inf (arithmetic & Monotonicity)
∃y.(` = y ⇒ ` 6= x)i ⇔ inf (∃+ )
Hence
¬(` = x)i ⇔ (f in ∨ inf )
and the proof can be completed by using ∀+ .
In the proof of Theorem 3(2), we apply Skolemisation to DCi formulas. We
can prove a general theorem of application of Skolemisation. For example, let G1
be
∃x1 ∀y1 ∃z1 .D1 (x1 , y1 , z1 )i
and G2 be

∀y2 ∃z2 .D2 (y2 , z2 )i

Theorem 4. If for any x1 and f1 there exists f2 such that
`DC (2
· ∀y1 .D1 (x1 , y1 , f1 (y1 ))) ⇒ ∀y2 .D2 (y2 , f2 (y2 ))

then
G1 ⇒ G2
Proof. A proof can be derived from i-Closure (Theorem 2), i-Distributivity of ∀
and rules of first order logic. We omit here the proof details.
Theorem 5. (i-Distributivity of ∧)
`i (D1i ∧ D2i ) ⇔ (D1 ∧ D2 )i
Proof. By Monotonicity, we can easily prove the ⇒ part of the equivalence.
Conversely, we first distribute ∧ over i by i-Distributivity of ¬ and ∨, and rules
of first order logic
(D1i ∧ D2i ) ⇔ ¬(¬D1i ∨ ¬D2i )
⇔ ¬(∃x.(` = x ⇒ ¬D1 )i ∨ ∃y.(` = y ⇒ ¬D2 )i )
⇔ ¬∃x, y.(2
· (` = x ⇒ ¬D1 ) ∨ 2
· (` = y ⇒ ¬D2 ))i
⇔ ∀x, y∃z.(` = z ⇒ ¬(2
· (` = x ⇒ ¬D1 ) ∨ 2
· (` = y ⇒ ¬D2 )))i
⇔ ∀x, y∃z.(` = z ⇒ (3
· (` = x ∧ D1 ) ∧ 3
· (` = y ∧ D2 )))i
We now apply reductio ad absurdum to prove the conclusion. By i-Distributivity
of ¬ and i-Closure
¬(D1 ∧ D2 )i ⇔ ∃u.2
· (` = u ⇒ ¬(D1 ∧ D2 ))
For any u and f , let g = f (u, u). We can prove
`DC

((` = f (u, u) ⇒ (3
· (` = u ∧ D1 ) ∧ 3
· (` = u ∧ D2 )))
∧2
· (` = u ⇒ ¬(D1 ∧ D2 )) ∧ ` = g)
⇒ f alse

Therefore by ∀−
`DC

(∀x, y.(` = f (x, y) ⇒ (3
· (` = x ∧ D1 ) ∧ 3
· (` = y ∧ D2 )))
∧2
· (` = u ⇒ ¬(D1 ∧ D2 )) ∧ ` = g)
⇒ f alse

Hence by reductio ad absurdum
`DC

∀x, y.(` = f (x, y) ⇒ (3
· (` = x ∧ D1 ) ∧ 3
· (` = y ∧ D2 )))
⇒ (` = g ⇒ ¬2
· (` = u ⇒ ¬(D1 ∧ D2 )))

Then by Monotonicity and i-Distributivity of ∀
`i

∀x, y.(` = f (x, y) ⇒ (3
· (` = x ∧ D1 ) ∧ 3
· (` = y ∧ D2 )))i
i
⇒ (` = g ⇒ ¬2
· (` = u ⇒ ¬(D1 ∧ D2 )))

By ∃+ ,
`i

∀x, y∃z.(` = z ⇒ (3
· (` = x ∧ D1 ) ∧ 3
· (` = y ∧ D2 )))i
⇒ ∃v.(` = v ⇒ ¬2
· (` = u ⇒ ¬(D1 ∧ D2 )))i

By i-Distributivity of ¬
(D1i ∧ D2i ) ⇒ ¬(2
· (` = u ⇒ ¬(D1 ∧ D2 )))i
By ∀+

(D1i ∧ D2i ) ⇒ ∀u.¬(2
· (` = u ⇒ ¬(D1 ∧ D2 )))i

That is
· (` = u ⇒ ¬(D1 ∧ D2 )))i
(D1i ∧ D2i ) ⇒ ¬∃u.(2
So

(D1i ∧ D2i ) ⇒ ¬¬(D1 ∧ D2 )i
⇒ (D1 ∧ D2 )i

We can establish a general theorem about reductio ad absurdum in DCi . Let
G1 and G2 be introduced as above. We can prove
Theorem 6. If for any x1 , f1 and f2 there exists g such that
`DC (2
· ∀y1 .D1 (x1 , y1 , f1 (y1 )) ∧ 2
· ∀y2 .D2 (y2 , f2 (y2 )) ∧ ` = g) ⇒ f alse
then
`i G1 ⇒ ¬G2
Proof. Similar to the proof given in Theorem 5. The proof is omitted here.
By f - and i-Distributivity, we can reduce DCi formulas to a kind of normal
form, called DCi prenix normal form:
Theorem 7. For any DCi formula G, there exists DC formulas D1 and D2 and a
prenix (a sequence of quantifiers), designated α, such that
`i G ⇔ (D1f ∨ α.D2i )
Proof. By applying rules of first order logic, one can reduce G to prenix form
with a matrix of disjunctive normal form. By f - and i-Distributivity of ¬, we can
transform the matrix into a disjunctive normal form without negations of atomic
formulas of DCi . Of course, when the i-Distributivity of ¬ is applied during the
transformation, the prenix will be augmented. Suppose that the prenix after the
augmentation is α.
Then applying f - and i-Distributivity of ∧, one can obtain a matrix of
_
Dkf1 ∨ ... ∨ Dkfm ∨ Dki m+1 ∨ ... ∨ Dki p (Djf1 ∧ Dji2 )
j

By the first rule of f &i-Exclusion
(Djf1 ∧ Dji2 ) ⇒ F alse

Therefore the matrix can be reduced to
Dkf1 ∨ ... ∨ Dkfm ∨ Dki m+1 ∨ ... ∨ Dki p
Applying f - and i-Distributivity of ∨, we can transform the matrix into
(Dqf ∨ D2i )
By the distributivity of ∃ over ∨ and the distributivity of ∀ over ∨ with formulas
of mutual exclusion (stated as the second rule of f &i-Exclusion), we can move
the prenix into the matrix, and obtain
(α.Dqf ∨ α.D2i )
Applying the f -Distributivity of ∃ and ∀, one can reduce
α.Dqf
to formula

(α.Dq )f

designated D1f . Therefore formula G is at last reduced to its equivalent prenix
normal form
D1f ∨ α.D2i
Example. Reduce G
∀x(D1f ∨ ¬∀y∃z.D2i ) ∧ (D3f ∨ ∃u.D4i )
to prenix normal form.
Following the procedure presented in the proof of Theorem 7:
G ⇔ ∃u∀x∃y∀z.((D1f ∧ D3f ) ∨ (D1f ∧ D4i )
∨(¬D2i ∧ D3f ) ∨ (¬D2i ∧ D4i ))
⇔ ∃u∀x∃y∀z∃v∃w.((D1f ∧ D3f ) ∨ (D1f ∧ D4i )
∨((` = v ⇒ ¬D2 )i ∧ D3f ) ∨ ((` = w ⇒ ¬D2 )i ∧ D4i ))
⇔ ∃u∀x∃y∀z∃v∃w.((D1 ∧ D3 )f ∨ (D1f ∧ D4i )
∨((` = v ⇒ ¬D2 )i ∧ D3f ) ∨ ((` = w ⇒ ¬D2 ) ∧ D4 )i )
⇔ ∃u∀x∃y∀z∃v∃w.((D1 ∧ D3 )f ∨ ((` = v ⇒ ¬D2 ) ∧ D4 )i )
⇔ (∀x.(D1 ∧ D3 )f ) ∨ ∃u∀x∃y∀z∃w.((` = w ⇒ ¬D2 ) ∧ D4 )i
⇔ (∀x.(D1 ∧ D3 ))f ∨ ∃u∀x∃y∀z∃w.((` = w ⇒ ¬D2 ) ∧ D4 )i

5

DCi Specifications

This section explains how to use DCi to specify duration limits, liveness and
fairness of states, and program semantics, in particular the semantics of the
sequential composition.

5.1

Limit, Liveness and Fairness

Due to the assumption of the finite variability, a model of DCi can be regarded
as a countable sequence of states.
A sequence of states has a limit, iff one of the states appears constantly from
some time forever. It can be specified by
∃x.(` > x ⇒ (` = x)_dSe)i
specifies models, which take state S as limit, abbreviated dSe∞ . If S appears
everywhere in a model, then the model satisfies
dSe∗i
State S is a limit of a subsequence of a model, iff
∀x∃y.(y > x ∧ (` > y ⇒ (` = y)_3
· dSe))i
That is, for any x there exists y (> x) such that S appears right after y. The
formula is abbreviated as dSeω . dSeω is also a specification of the conventional
liveness of state S.
An oscillator with W as its output can be specified by
dW eω ∧ d¬W eω
With the inference system of DCi , we can prove
Assertion 1.
1. dSe∗i ⇒ dSe∞
2. dSe∞ ⇒ dSeω
3. (dSeω ∧ d¬Seω ) ⇒ ¬(dSe∞ ∨ d¬Se∞ )
Fairness can be regarded as relations between live states. Let S1 stand for
request, and S2 for response. A strong fairness for a request can be specified as
dS1 eω ⇒ dS2 eω
and a weak fairness as

dS1 e∞ ⇒ dS2 eω

Trivially the strong fairness implies the weak fairness.
Assertion 2.

(dS1 eω ⇒ dS2 eω ) ⇒ (dS1 e∞ ⇒ dS2 eω )

A model can also be regarded as a set of Boolean valued functions, which
interpret states. Therefore we can investigate limits of state durations over infinite intervals.

That state S has infinite duration over an infinite interval can be specified
by
R

∀x∃y.(` > y ⇒

R

S > x)i

abbreviated (lim S = ∞). That is, for any x there exists y such that the duration of S in the intervals with length longer than y is greater than x. A state
with infinite limit must be live.
That state S takes v as the limit of its duration over an infinite interval4 can
be specified by
R
∀² > 0∃y.(` > y ⇒ |v − S| < ²)i
R
abbreviated (lim S = v). The above two formulas are actually translations of
Cauchy definitions of limits. We can generalize these two definitions to any term
τ of DC, and write them as (lim τ = ∞) and (lim τ = v).
A live state with limit v can be specified as
R
∀² > 0∃y.(` > y ⇒ 0 < (v − S) < ²)i
abbreviated limω S = v. Therefore one can measure unbounded liveness by duration limits. For example, for two live states S1 and S2 (i.e. dS1 eω ∧ dS2 eω ),
the limit (d) of their duration difference
R
R
lim( S1 − S2 ) = d
could be used to define the distance of S1 from S2 in a metric space of live states.
Instead of duration difference, one might prefer to use limit (r) of duration ratio
to compare liveness of states.
R
R
lim( S1 − r · S2 ) = 0
Example:
The probabilistic automaton in the Figure has two states S1 and S2 . We assume
that the state transitions take place randomly after each time unit, according to
their probabilities (shown in the Figure). The behaviour of the automaton can
be specified in DC i by
lim Si = ∞ (i = 1, 2)
and

R
R
lim( S1 − 1.5 · S2 ) = 0

Namely, each of the two states is live, and has infinite duration. Moreover the
liveness ratio between them is 1.5. We believe that extending the Probabilistic
Duration Calculus in [13] with infinite intervals can help verify the specifications
by showing that the probabilities of the probabilistic automaton satisfying the
specifications are equal to 1.
4

[5] investigates duration limits of states in finite intervals, when the states violate
the finite variability in the intervals.

0.6

0.6

S1

S2

0.4

0.4

Fig. Probabilistic Automaton

With DCi rules, we can prove
Assertion 3.
1. States with infinite durations are live.
R
(lim S = ∞) ⇒ dSeω
R
2. ∃v.(limω S = v) ⇒ dSeω
3. If state S1 has liveness distance d from state S2 , and one has finite limit,
then so does the other, and the limit has difference d. That is
R
R
(lim S2 = v ⇒ lim S1 = v + d)
4. If state S1 has liveness distance d from state S2 , and one has infinite duration,
then so does the other. That is
^
R
R
((lim Si = ∞) ⇒ (lim Sj = ∞))
i6=j

5. If state S1 has liveness ratio r (> 0) to state S2 , and one has finite limit,
then so does the other, and the limits have ratio r. That is
R
R
(lim S2 = v ⇒ lim S1 = r · v)
6. If state S1 has liveness ratio r (> 0) to state S2 , and one has infinite duration,
then so does the other. That is
^
R
R
((lim Si = ∞) ⇒ (lim Sj = ∞))
i6=j

With the inference system of DCi , one can also establish a calculus of limits
of terms, such as
Assertion 4.

R
R
1. lim RS = v ⇒ lim R¬S = ∞
R
R
2. (lim S1 = v1 ∧ lim S2 = v2 ) ⇒ ((lim (S1 ∨S2 )+lim (S1 ∧S2 )) = (v1 +v2 ))
3. If lim τ1 = v1 and lim τ2 = v2 , then
(a) lim(τ1 + τ2 ) = (v1 + v2 )
(b) lim(τ1 − τ2 ) = (v1 − v2 )
(c) lim(τ1 · τ2 ) = (v1 · v2 )
States can be used to model system properties. For any real valued function
F , a point property of F , such as
F ≥ v and|F − v| < ²,
can be regarded as states. Therefore one can specify divergence and convergence
of functions with DCi . Function F is divergent, designated lim F = ∞, if
∀x∃y.(` > y ⇒ (` = y)_dF > xe)i
and F is convergent to v, designated lim F = v, if
∀² > 0∃x.(` > x ⇒ (` = x)_d|F − v| < ²e)i
Similarly we can also derive rules for calculating limits of real valued functions.
With limits of real valued functions, one can specify properties of continuous
variables of control systems, such as system stability [12]. For example, let c
stand for the output function of a controlled system, and the asymptotic stability
of the system can be specified by
∃x.d|c| ≤ xe∗i ∧ lim c = 0
That is, c is bounded, and the magnitude of c reaches 0 as time approaches
∞. Let r stand for the input of the system. The bounded-input bounded-output
stability can be specified by
∃x.d|r| ≤ xe∗i ⇒ ∃x.d|c| ≤ xe∗i
5.2

Program Semantics

A real time semantics of an Occam-like language has been defined in DC [33].
Lacking infinite intervals, the semantics denotes behaviour of communicating
processes by all prefixes of the behaviour. The parallel operator (k) can be defined by conjunction of the parallel processes. However the sequential operator
(;) is defined indirectly by employing the notion of program continuation. With
both finite and infinite intervals, DCi is able to improve the semantic definitions
given in [33].
Let c! and c? stand for the output and input commands for channel c. With no
confusion, we also use c! and c? to designate the states where output to channel

c and input from channel c are ready. With DCi , we can define the semantics of
commands c! and c? of a process as
[[c!]] =
b (dc! ∧ ¬c?e∗_dc! ∧ c?e)f ∨ dc! ∧ ¬c?e∗i
[[c?]] =
b (dc? ∧ ¬c!e∗_dc? ∧ c!e)f ∨ dc? ∧ ¬c!e∗i
The first formula defines the semantics of command c! by specifying that, when c!
is executed, the output partner becomes ready to output (i.e. dc!e), and wait synchronization from the input counterpart (i.e. dc?e) either forever (i.e. dc!∧¬c?e∗i ),
if the communication fails, or for finite time, if the communication succeeds (i.e.
(dc! ∧ ¬c?e∗_dc! ∧ c?e)f ). The second formula defines the semantics of command
c? in a symmetric way. In the semantics, we disregard the behaviour of the process on other channels. Please refer to [33] for a complete description.
In order to define the semantics of sequential operator with DCi , we first
introduce a correspondent operator (designated also as ;) in DCi . By Theorem
7 in Section 4, any DCi formula G can be reduced to its prenix normal form
D1f ∨ α.D2i
where α stand for a prenix. Therefore
(G ∧ f in) ⇔ D1f
(G ∧ inf ) ⇔ α.D2i
Thus, without loss of generality, the definition of ; can be given as follows.
For DC formulas D, C1 and C2 , prenix α, and DCi formulas G1 and G2 , let
b (D_C1 )f ∨ ∃xα.(` ≥ x ⇒ (D ∧ (` = x))_C2 )i
Df ; (C1f ∨ α.C2i ) =
G1 ; G2
=
b (f in ∧ G1 ); G2 ∨ (inf ∧ G1 )
By the definition of ;, a finite behaviour can be sequentially extended by either
a finite behaviour or an infinite one. The former is simply defined by _ (i.e.
(D_C1 )f ), and the latter one by a behaviour, a prefix of which is determined by
the extended finite behaviour and the rest part by the extending infinite one (i.e.
∃xα.(` ≥ x ⇒ (D ∧ (` = x))_C2 )i ). However, any infinite behaviour (inf ∧ G1 )
cannot be sequentially extended.
A sequential composition of programs can be defined straightforwardly now.
[[S1 ; S2 ]] =
b ([[S1 ]]; [[S2 ]])
where S1 and S2 stand for two programs.
A semantics of the parallel operator can be defined with DCi in a way similar
to [33]. Let S1 and S2 stand for two programs and σ1 and σ2 for their alphabets
(namely, the input and output commands occurring in S1 and S2 ) respectively.
For j = 1, 2, let
^
^
¬c!) ∧ (
¬c?)
¬σj =
b (
c!∈σj

c?∈σj

In fact, ¬σj specifies the inactive state of Sj . We use it to define the state of Sj
after termination. Therefore
(f in ∧ [[S1 ]]) ∧ ((f in ∧ [[S2 ]]); d¬σ2 e∗f )
specifies the parallel result of finite behaviour of the two programs, where S2
may terminate before S1 does. Symmetrically
((f in ∧ [[S1 ]]); d¬σ1 e∗f ) ∧ (f in ∧ [[S2 ]])
specifies the parallel result of finite behaviour of the two programs, where S1
may terminate before S2 does. Furthermore
(inf ∧ [[S1 ]]) ∧ ((f in ∧ [[S2 ]]); d¬σ2 e∗i )
specifies the parallel result of infinite behaviour of S1 and finite behaviour of S2 .
Symmetrically we can specify the result of finite behaviour of S1 and infinite
behaviour of S2 by
((f in ∧ [[S1 ]]); d¬σ1 e∗i ) ∧ (inf ∧ [[S2 ]])
The last specification is for the parallel result of two infinite behaviours of the
two programs. That is
(inf ∧ [[S1 ]]) ∧ (inf ∧ [[S2 ]])
A disjunction of all previous five formulas defines a semantics of the parallel
operator:
[[S1 k S2 ]]
We can therefore derive from the semantics of the parallel operator
`i [[c! k c?]] ⇔ d c! ∧ c?eef
With the semantics defined above, program termination can be verified by proving
`i [[S]] ⇒ f in
where S stands for the verified program. For instance, we can prove the termination of (c! k c?), since
`i d c! ∧ c?eef ⇒ f in

6

Discussion

1. [32] and [36] have tried to formalize integrals, mean values and function germs
of Boolean valued functions. [5] and DCi tries to formalize a notion of limit.
It has been shown that introducing some of continuous mathematics into
design calculi can assist the formal technique of programming in specifying
and designing computing systems.

2. By introducing limits, DCi can deal with unbounded liveness and fairness,
and can also measure live states by duration limits. One can develop theory
of such measurements, and consider interesting applications of it.
3. DCi introduces infinite intervals by establishing a kind of metalogic of DC
(a logic of a metatheory of DC). In the same way, one can introduce infinite
intervals into Interval Temporal Logic. We believe that DCi has paid the least
cost to introduce infinite intervals, since, in order to formalize mathematical
definition of limits, quantifications is unavoidable.
4. Although the inference system of DCi seems powerful, we cannot conclude
its (relative) completeness in the paper.
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